
Rome 12 Tables                                                                                

 

Name: Date Issued: 
Date Due: 

Period: Assignment: Close Read 
Point Value =  

 
Instructions: Highlight and take notes on the text below and how it connects to the Compelling and Supporting Questions.  
In the notes section discuss what you underlined or highlighted was important. 
 

Steps: 
1. Read the entire document.  2. Underline the Supporting Details. 3. Place a STAR by the Main Idea. 4. Summarize any notes on the right-

side margin.  

Things to Consider… A: What is the author’s purpose? B: What text features were used? C: What is the tone? 

 

Article Title:  Notes/Vocabulary: 
 

Table I. 
1 & 2. If anyone calls a man before the magistrate, he must go. If the man called does not go, let 
the one calling him call the bystanders to witness and then take him by force.   (If you’re called to 
court as a witness, you have to go) 
 
Table XI. 
1. Marriages should not take place between plebeians and patricians. 
 
Table IV. 
1& 2. A father has power of life and death over his children born of lawful marriage. If a father 
sell his son three times, the son shall be free from his father. 
3. A dreadfully deformed child shall be quickly killed. 
5. A child born after ten months since the father's death will not be admitted into a legal 
inheritance. 
 
Table VII. 
9. Should a tree on a neighbor's farm be bend crooked by the wind and lean over your farm, 
you may take legal action for removal of that tree. 
 
Table VIII. 
2. If one has maimed a limb and does not compromise with the injured person, let there be 
retaliation. If one has broken a bone of a freeman, let him pay a penalty of three hundred 
coins. If he has broken the bone of a slave, let him have one hundred and fifty coins. If one is 
guilty of insult, the penalty shall be twenty-five coins. 
3. If one is slain while committing theft by night, he is rightly slain. 
10. Any person who destroys by burning any building or heap of corn deposited alongside a 
house shall be bound, scourged, and put to death by burning at the stake provided that he has 
committed the said misdeed with malice aforethought; but if he shall have committed it by 
accident, it is ordered that he repair the damage or, if he be too poor to be competent for such 
punishment, he shall receive a lighter punishment. 
23. A person who had been found guilty of giving false witness shall be hurled down from the 
Tarpeian Rock. 
26. No person shall hold meetings by night in the city. 
 
Table IX. 
4. The penalty shall be death for a judge who has been found guilty of receiving a bribe for 
giving a decision. 
6. Putting to death of any unconvicted man, whosoever he might be, is forbidden. 
 
Table X. 
1. None is to bury or burn a corpse in the city. 
 

 

 


